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It is appropriate to recognise the 20 years anniversary commemoration for the Railway Technical 

Society Australasia. Our six branches in Australia and New Zealand are providing Continuing 

Professional Development opportunities for our membership, which now numbers more than 1,300. 

As a Technical Society of Engineers Australia, we have a prime purpose of supporting our members 

by raising the bar for railway engineering. Two ways that we do this are by holding to high standards 

for peer reviewed technical papers delivered at our Conference on Railway Excellence, and by 

contributing to the world standard body of knowledge by our support of the Rail Knowledge Bank. 

It holds all of our conference proceedings, along with many other rail conference papers. It is now 

a world resource, with 50,000 hits a month from Australia, New Zealand and all over the world 

including the USA, UK, India, Spain, China and South Korea. Our members can rely on this body of 

knowledge as they master complexity in modern railway engineering. 

These thoughts lead me to the chosen theme for our CORE 2020 conference in Perth: 

“Collaborating to master complexity”. Our members are increasingly needing to take a systems 

approach to the design, construction and maintenance challenges that confront them. Dealing with 

this requires collaboration across engineering disciplines, as well as an appreciation of other 

professional input. The program being assembled for CORE 2020 is designed to address our 

member’s knowledge requirements to advance their careers. 

I would like to advise our members that a Study Tour on Railway Engineering (STORE) of the USA 

is being investigated for 2019. The RTSA has organised a number of STOREs in the past, and we 

are liaising with USA based railway engineers on the content of the STORE, which is likely to include 

the AREMA conference and a significant number of site visits. I look to provide further details in the 

near future. 

Looking back over the RTSA achievements of the last 20 years, it is very pleasing to note the number 

of awards to students that have had an influence on their choice of careers in joining the rail industry. 

We should all acknowledge the efforts of many volunteers over the 20 year period, and the many 

thousands of hours they have put into building the RTSA railway community that we have today. 

We are one of Engineers Australia’s most successful technical societies, in terms of CPD delivery, 

membership and resources. This enables us to add initiatives to the benefit of our members, such 

as scholarships and awards. We also ensure that we acknowledge our Life Members and our 

Corporate Supporters.  

I hope that the accelerated take-up of webinars by Engineers Australia and Engineering New 

Zealand will enable our members to participate in CPD events from anywhere in the world, or to 

watch the recorded events at a time of their choosing. With around 40 events per year, the choice 
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available to our members will magnify significantly. We hope to grow the RTSA to above 2,200 

members by the time of CORE 2022, which will give us increased resources to further advance our 

vision of “Raising the Bar for Railway Engineering”. I encourage you to consider how you can 

contribute to the RTSA in the future as a volunteer member of our Branch Committee. Such efforts 

are valuable to the RTSA and beneficial to yourself professionally. Volunteers assure the future of 

the RTSA by providing benefits to all our members today. Acknowledging the last 20 years of the 

RTSA is important, as it provides an anchor for our future progress. 

Your committee is continuing to work on our AGM and Annual Dinner, which will be held at the 

Adelaide Convention Centre on Thursday 29th November 2018. Our keynote speaker is Jeremy 

Conway from DPTI who promises to be a very interesting speaker. Please review our upcoming 

events and consider attendance at those that interest you. I look forward to seeing many of you at 

these events. 
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  Mark Foster, 

Country Manager Asia Pacific, 

Wavetrain Systems Pty. Ltd. 

This presentation will focus on: 

• Passive Location Case Cooling 

 Phase Change Material Technology 

 No power required 

 Location Case kit retro-fitting 

• Technology Uptake to date (Global References) 

 

 

LocCool

Passive Temperature Management  

For Equipment Enclosures

Presented By Mark Foster

Date 6th  September 2018
IRSE Technical Meeting  

Adelaide Sept 2018

 

The management of internal ambient temperatures within 

enclosures is usually  quite expensive and maintenance 

intensive,  the Creactive  Design solution is neither of  

these.

The system is made  up of two components:

IRSE Technical Meeting  

Adelaide Sept 2018

 

 

 

 

 

 

IRSE Technical Meeting  

Adelaide Sept 2018

The installation of TMB’s temperature management  

blocks, into the interior of the enclosure to absorb  

the heat energy and store it

As seen in the picture, fitted to the inside of the  

location case door

 

IRSE Technical Meeting  

Adelaide Sept 2018

The Blocks contain a Phase Change  
Material – PCM27 PCM 34 & PCM46

Sodium Thiosulphate
with Water Crystal Habit Modifiers

 

 

IRSE Technical Meeting  

Adelaide Sept 2018

The flow of air  around the exterior of the enclosure and it’s 

subsequent  dispersal  is crucial in removing heat from the 

enclosure, the blocks both capture the heat energy from  

within and also insulate the enclosure from further influence  

of the high temperatures outside
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IRSE Technical Meeting  

Adelaide Sept 2018

This combination has proven to be the most effective way  
of managing temperatures without  the need for HVAC or 
other forced air method’s in areas where power availability 
is limited  or non existent

 

IRSE Technical Meeting  

Adelaide Sept 2018

The configuration is scalable, allowing enclosures of different  

physical sizes to be quickly and easily assessed as to the level  

of heat management required, computations are made using  

state of the art tools to determine the most cost effective way of  

maintaining an ambient working temperature for the equipment  

in need of protection

 

 

IRSE Technical Meeting  

Adelaide Sept 2018

Generally there is a drop in temperature through the evening and night time  

allowing the system to cycle, as the temperature lowers, the TMB’s dissipate  

the collected heat both to the exterior and also to the now cooler interior of  

the enclosure preparing themselves for the start of the next temperature rise

 

IRSE Technical Meeting  

Adelaide Sept 2018

Correlated data in other regions shows that by using the system  
the reduction in internal ambient temperature can be as muchas  
83% depending on location and other attributes

Average = 30%

Other regions do include theUnited Kingdom

IRSE Technical Meeting  

Adelaide Sept 2018

The outcome of this cycle is that heat is drawn out of the inside  

of the enclosures during the peak  time when temperatures are 

at their  highest  and re introduced during cooler night time 

periods.  Thus giving  a much flatter temperature curve

 

 

IRSE Technical Meeting  

Adelaide Sept 2018

Metro Trains Melbourne  
evaluated the performance of  
this concept by way of atrial in  
the Melbourne area.

10 location cases were chosen
that had previous temperature
related “issues”

LocCool was fitted at these sites
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IRSE Technical Meeting  

Adelaide Sept 2018

Date Time Max External Max Internal

02/01/2015 18.22 HRS 40.500 C 43.275 C

03/01/2015 16:02 HRS 39.400 C 42.277 C

07/01/2015 15.22 HRS 40.300 C 43.558 C

Temperature  data provided by Metro Trains Melbourne

 

IRSE Technical Meeting  

Adelaide Sept 2018

We would be pleased to discuss any aspect of LocCool

Should you wish to see further documented evidence of
the systems success to date then please do not hesitate
to contact us

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trevor Moore, 

Signalling Standards Engineer, 

Australian Rail Track Corporation 

The presentation will address the following issues: 

• Track circuit performance under light DMUs 

• The advantages of Track Circuit Assisters 

• What causes problems with wheel-rail interface 

• Road Rail Vehicles and train detection 

• Level Crossings and Train Detection 

• Axle counters and reset issues 

• New reset processes for axle counters- supervisory reset 

• The track circuit and broken rail detection 

Train Detection  
Track Circuits & Axle  
Counters  
Advantages &  
Disadvantages

Trevor Moore

ARTC

IRSE Australasia & RTSA  

September 2018 - Adelaide
1

 

 

Signalling – Track circuits

 First Track Circuits developed  in the USA in the 1870s

 Used in signalling throughout the world

 Continued engineering development  of  the track circuits

 New technology  for  track circuits leads to different types

 Still rely upon the electrical contact between the wheel and  
rail and short circuit through  the axle

 Still having problems with reliable detection for all types of  
trains in all situations in 2018

Train Detection 2
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Train Issues

 The Diesel Multiple Unit trains have caused more problems  
than any  other type of rollingstock

 In  NSW there is the Xplorer  rail cars operating in 2 car sets, 3
car sets and 5 car sets

 They may operate in as little as 2 car consists of only 8 axles  
and weight only 57 tonnes (15 tonne axle loading)

 They operate  at speeds up to 140 kph

 There  are similar cars inVictoria

 These cars are important for the delivery of rail services in the  
regional rail networks

Train Detection 6

 

Light Diesel Multiple Unit  

trains

Train Detection 7

Xplore 

r

Velocity

 

Track issues

 The rail infrastructure is subject to variations in its  

engineering that will directly impact train operations and the  

signalling system particularly track circuits

 This includes the rails and rail head

 The track ballast and sleepers

 The dynamic alignment and stability of the track also impacts  

on the operation of  rail vehicles

 Cant deficiency is also used on curves and affects the position  

of  the train relative  to the railhead

Train Detection 8

 

 

Signalling – Track Circuits

Reliable Train Detection

 This is not a simple Yes  / No

 Can have  1 failure in a year

 Can have  1 failure per month

 Can have  3 failures across 200 track circuits over  10 years

with many more pre-cursor events

 How do we identify engineering criteria for Go /  No Go or  

adjustment

Train Detection 3

Signalling – Track Circuits

Train Detection Hazards

The impact of unreliable track circuits varies for some signalling  

functions:

 For operation  of  signal clearance and block circuits short loss

of  shunt needs to align with other events  to present  ahazard

 For level crossing operation then loss of shunt can lead to a  

short or no warning time and a collision

 For ‘maintained route  locking’ loss of  shunt can  remove this

locking

 For points deadlocking the loss of  shunt may cause a

Train Detectionderailment 4

 

Train &  Track Infrastructure

 This is an important interface between the wheel and rail that  

is relied upon for  the signalling track circuit.

 There are many different types of locomotives, self propelled  

rollingstock and other  rollingstock and the types of trains.

 All have different operating characteristics that impact on the  

performance of track circuit operation and the reliability of  

train detection

 There are different  levels  of  rail operation that effect  thetrack

circuit operation

Train Detection 5
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Rail Interface

 The head of the rail will wear and change the interface with  

wheels

 There  will be differences  in the good shiny contact band

New rail head Worn rail head Defect in rail
head

Train Detection 9

 

Train &  Track Infrastructure

 The rail, sleepers insulating pads and ballast comprising the  

track will affect  the performance of  the track circuits

 These are static conditions

 The effects can be measured by the signal engineer with  

meters and other test equipment

 Some issues like ballast resistance will change due to external  

effects  such as rain

Train Detection 10

 

Track Circuits

 There are a number of  different  types of  track circuits

 Each has their own advantages  and disadvantages

 Some have characteristics that make them more reliable at  

train detection in some situations

 Others may be more susceptible for loss of train detection in  

some situations

Train Detection 11

 

 

Track Circuits

DC track circuits

 There are many DC track circuits on the ARTC network with  

good track and ballast and are very reliable

 Issues with ballast resistance have been dealt with by many  

other authors

 Rail head contamination may be affected by infrequent use,  

sea salt spray in the air or morning dew

 This will normally recover  after 1 or 2 trains

Train Detection 12

Track Circuits

Coded track circuits

 May operate  over  long distances up to 20 km

 With codes provide economical signalling solutions

 However, they may not be reliable enough when used with 2  

car DMU sets

Train Detection 13

Case Study 1

ROLLINGSTOCK

 The wheels and axles of the train provide the short circuit to  
operate the track circuit

 Each wheel /  axle set operates as an independent shunt  
device

 Resistance of  1 milliohm wheel to rail in staticcondition

 Resistance of  70 ohms betweenaxles

 Track circuit shunting performance of 150 milliohms required  
for moving train

Train Detection 14
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Case Study 1

 ROLLINGSTOCK

 Cross bonding between axles can allow wheels on different  

axles to provide  a shunt between the two rails

 Cross bonding can reduce the resistance between two  

wheelsets to 100 milliohms with a simple bond to the axle box

 A more reliable bond is achieved with a sprung carbon brush  

on the cap of  the axle box to the end of  the axle

 Practical testing demonstrated a reduction in loss of shunt  

events and reduced track circuit voltages or coded signals  

passing through

Train Detection 15

Case Study 1

 ROLLINGSTOCK Cross Bonding

Train Detection 16

 

Case Study 1 -Normal bogie

Train Detection 17

Down

Train

 

 

 

Case Study 1 – Cross  

Bonding

Track Circuit Activation forDMUs 18

Up Train

 

Case Study 2

Track Infrastructure

 Loss of Detection on ONE DC track circuit by a 2 car DMU set in  
a section of track with about 100 DC track circuits

 Many static tests and tests under similar trains were unable to  
replicate the problem

 Logger on the track circuit for 18 months and no repeat events

 NOTE – did have problems with the 2 car DMU sets on coded  
track circuits in the same 200km section of track

 This was managed by Block Working of the 1 DMU set Up and  
Down a day

Track Circuit Activation forDMUs 19

 

Case Study 2

 Subsequent DC track circuit loss of detection at an adjacent  

location

 This location within the approach of  an active level crossing

but initial failure was a departing train

 Static testing could find no reason for  this failure

 However, there was no simple control to manage the level  

crossing against this risk

 As part of the testing of the effectiveness of the cross  

bonding video cameras installed to capture  the wheel – rail 

interface

Train Detection 20
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Case Study 2

 The video camera and review of the track circuit logs showed  
that the dynamic performance of the train was directly related  
to the track circuit shunting.

 The train approaching the level crossing went through a set of
points into a crossing loop main line on the track circuit being
tested and thence to the departure from the loop and over the
level crossing

 The ride on the train was very  smooth and this was shown on

the videos

 The track circuit operated  very  reliably with no loss of shunt

Train Detection 21

 

Case Study 2

 In the opposite direction the train went through the level  

crossing and a set of points and onto the track circuit under  

test

 There  was a rough ride through  the points and thetrain

moved  sideways back and forth significantly

 This is shown on the videos of the wheel moving across the  

contact band and flange  up to the rail head edge

 There  was intermittent loss of  shunt on the track circuitin

this direction

Train Detection 22

 

Wheel Rail Interface Video

Train Detection 23

 

 

Wheel Rail Interface Video

Train Detection 24
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Case Study 3

 Unreliable track circuit operation for DMUs is not unique to  
Australia

 Common problem in the UK

 Also affected by rail head contamination due to biological  
material

 Electric multiple unit trains less affected due to traction return  
providing a wetting current for track circuits

 Track Circuit Assisters (TCA) developed in the UK in the 1980s  
and used extensively

 Now used around the world
Train Detection 28

 

Case Study 3 - TCA

Train Detection

 Track Circuit Assister provides a 165 Khz signal induced in a  

loop formed by  the wheels/axles and rail underneath a bogie

 This provides a wetting current for the track circuit signals  

and hence a better shunt

 

 

 

Case Study 3 - TCA

 The antenna acts as a transformer primary and induces a  

voltage in the secondary loop formed by the wheels, axles and  

rails

 Maximum voltage  at any point on the loop is limited so as not

to adversely  affect  any type of  trackcircuit

Train Detection 30

 

Case Study 3 - TCA

 The TCA is being tested on different type of track circuits to  

confirm its effectiveness

 Also confirm that there  is no interference  to trackcircuits

Train Detection 31

 

Case Study 3 - TCA

Practical Application

 Trains fitted with a TCA  on each driving unit

 Testing is based on only one TCA working

 This confirms track circuit operation  andperformance

 In  operation the second TCA is a redundant  unit if  one unitis

damaged

 Allows the train to continue and complete the journey safely

Train Detection 32
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References for More  

Information

 UK RSSB Guidance Note GM/GN 2576 Guidance on Vehicle  

Requirements for  Reliable Track CircuitOperation

 UK  RSSB GMRT 2477 TCA  Configuration for RailVehicles

 GMRT On-Track Machine Requirements for Demonstrating the  

Reliable Operation of  Track Circuits

 RISSB AS7505 Signalling Detection Interface

 Article by Warwick Allison

Train Detection 33
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Google search

‘the wheel to rail interface  

and signalling”

 

Wheel Rail Interface Video

Train Detection 35

 

 

Road – Rail Vehicles

 The railways often use road – rail vehicles for the maintenance  

and inspection of  the railwayline

 These may be Land Cruiser type vehicles fitted with Hi-rail  

wheels and propelled by  the rubber tyres

 Alternatively they may be a 10 tonne truck with Hi-rail wheels  

for maintenance or for ultrasonic rail flaw testing and  

propelled  by the rubber tyres

 These have  a low metal wheel axle load

Train Detection 36

 

Road – Rail Vehicles

 These road-rail vehicles provide a wheel rail interface that

does not result in reliable track circuit operation across a

variety of track circuit types

 Some people argue that it is good to have intermittent rail  

detection so that you can see that there was a vehicle in the 

section of track

Train Detection 37

 

Road – Rail Vehicles

With reference to an earlier slide the intermittent track circuit  
operation  will cause:

 Problems with level crossing operation including boom gates  
going up and down

 Release of track locking function which may then allow for a  
conflicting signalled movement

 Release of deadlocking over points which may lead to a  
derailment over points

 This compromise the engineered controls and you do not  
know if  they are working or not

Train Detection 38
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Network  

Rule ANGE  
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Train Detection
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Unreliable Track Circuits

 Experience since the mid 1970s has shown that no rail traffic

for longer than 72 hours leads to greater likelihood that there

will be unreliable track circuit activation issues

 The passage of  1 or more trains will clean the rail head and

return  the track circuit to normal performance

 Alternative  controls include block working and CAN warning

 CAN warning is required  for Level Crossings

Train Detection 43

 

Broken Rail Detection

 It is often commented that track circuits provide broken rail  
detection

 This is not an effective control

 There are many types of broken rail that ae not detected by  
track circuits

 On many occasions the rail will break under the passage of a  
train

 The insulated joints are also often  the cause of  the broken rail

 OVERALL

Train Detection 44

 

 

Road – Rail Vehicles

 The use of insulated axles on all road-rail vehicles prevents  

the faults  justcovered

 Administrative controls in this case are better than unreliable  

engineered controls

Train Detection 39

 

Level Crossings

 Level Crossings normally rely on track circuit activation  

although  there are some with axle counter activation

 It is a critical interface to the road which otherwise is not  

controlled

 It is important to have a consistent and reliable safety output  

to the road user

 This is the set operating times for the lights and for the boom  

gates

 A short warning time or an intermittent operation is a badly  

engineered control
Train Detection 40

 

 

Unreliable Track Circuits

Unreliable track circuit activation can be  causedby:

 Rail head contamination from environmental issues including  
vegetation, sea salt spray, industrial pollution, contaminated soils  
(blast furnace slag is acidic)

 Infrequent rail traffic

 Disruption in rail traffic due to event such as derailment,  
construction

 Heavy dew and frosts

 Flooding and silt

 Changes to the ballast resistance due to rain or drying out

Train Detection 41
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Broken Rail Detection

Train Detection 45

Broken  Rail  by Type Broken  Rail  by Detection Method

 

 

Broken  

Rail  

Detectio 

n
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Broken Rail Detection

Train Detection 47

 

 

Broken Rail  

Detection

 Further  

Reading

 IRSE Aust  

March  

2012
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The Axle  Counter Alternative

 Axle  Counter systems are very reliable for counting in and out

 They provide interfaces to relay interlockings and digital
interfaces to CBIs

 They provide system status in cases of errors

 They provide means of  resetting in differentscenarios

 They do not need insulated rail joints

 They can be readily bolted to the rails

 They are an overlay on the track and can be independent of other
train detection

Train Detection 49

 

 

The Axle  Counter Alternative

Disadvantages

 They count events at the axle counter heads and deduce that  
there  are no trains in the track section

 They do not detect  the status of  the track section occupation

 The counter heads can be damaged by  rail grinders

 Special procedures  are required  for resetting

 Resetting could show a track section unoccupied when there  
si a train present

Train Detection 50
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The Axle  Counter Alternative

They can  be  used to achieve differentoutcomes:

 Remove insulated rail joints in turnouts in heavy haul rail territory (ARTC
NSW HunterValley)

 Rail  vehicle detection for CTC on un-insulated concrete sleepers

 Reliable vehicle detection for  level crossings on lightly used branchlines

 Long sections of  track between CTC crossing loops

 Reliable train detection on track with bad ballast

 Reduce track circuit failures on signalling

 Overlay train detection where track circuits would be too complex

Train Detection 51

The Axle  Counter Alternative

The axle counter can fail or miscount for the following reasons:

 Small wheels of road-rail vehicles or trolleys of track machines

 Detect metal when maintenance workers have tools passed near to  
the counter head

 Defect in  an individual wheel

 Road-rail vehicle enters or departs mid-section

 The wheel to counter head interface is miss-aligned

 New signalling equipment installed or recertified after changes

Train Detection 52

The Axle  Counter Alternative

Reset Required

 Must consider the context

 Must consider the types of  rail traffic

 Must consider the types of  miss-counts or faults

 Must consider all scenarios

 Must consider availability of attention from the network  

controller  or availability of  suitable person onsite

Train Detection 53

 

 

 

The Axle  Counter Alternative

Reset Process

 Last train In  or Last train out

 Known road-rail vehicle movement

 Individual track section reset or multiple sections after a  
signalling system or track return  to service

 Continuous axle counters or individual counter sections for  
special purposes

 How to confirm that no train or vehicle  in the track section

Train Detection 54

 

The Axle  Counter Alternative

 Reset Process

 Confirmation that the track section is clear

 Any other checks by  the network controller

 Logic in the axle counter for permitted reset scenarios

 Restrictions on the first train through the section (aspect

restriction)

 Supervisory section reset

Train Detection 55

 

The Axle  Counter Alternative

Simple Reset for a remote track section - type 1

 Confirm the last train has departed and is complete

 Confirm no trains or other have entered the track section

 Apply reset and track section is unoccupied (removes dead
locking of points)

 Apply  Aspect Restriction and warn train and authority to pass
signal at stop

 System resets and ready for normal operation after the passage  
of the train (sweep train)

Train Detection 56
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The Axle  Counter Alternative

Simple Reset for a  remote track section  - type 2

 Confirm the last train has departed track section and no  

trains entered section

 Record information on form

 Information checked by  independent person

 Apply Reset and clear signal

Train Detection 57

 

The Axle  Counter Alternative

Multiple  track section reset

 After a major shutdown or changes to rail infrastructure,  

multiple track sections to be reset

 Confirm that all sections are clear of trains

 Apply Reset to all sections

 Override  the Aspect Restriction

 Large  section of  track is returned to normal operation

Train Detection 58

 

The Axle  Counter Alternative

Supervisory Reset

 Multiple contiguous axle counter section

 Separate logical sections (supervisory) that combine multiple  

sections

 Checks axle count across 2 or more sections

 And then resets  the underlying tracksections

Train Detection 59

 

 

The Axle  Counter Alternative

Train Detection 60

 If  there is a miscount at RSR2 then FMA1 and FMA2 willbe
occupied

 The Supervisor Section 1 checks axle count at RSR1 and RSR3

 If  this is zero it will reset FMA1 and FMA2 to unoccupied

Supervisor Section  

1

Supervisor Section

1

 

 

The Axle  Counter Alternative

Supervisor Reset

 Must consider all of the operating scenarios and the  

operating context

 Must be covered in Signalling Design Guides and operating  

Rules

Train Detection 61

 

Thank you

QUEST IONS

Train Detection
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Mark Foster, 

Country Manager Asia Pacific, 

Wavetrain Systems Pty. Ltd. 

This presentation will focus on: 

• Train Detection 

Level Crossings 

Overlay installation with existing detection e.g. Axle Counter + Acoustic 

Detection (Hybrid) to provide additional detection 

back-up and regain broken rail detection 

Rollingstock speed dependant detection 

• Asset Monitoring 

Broken Rail Detection (Predictive) 

Wheel Flat Detection 

Dragging Equipment Detection 

Compression & Tension in Rail 

Metro Network Solution Overview 

▪ Self-powered sensors / wireless connectivity / real-time alarming 
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Acoustic Train Detection

Presented by:

Mark Foster

Wavetrain Systems AS
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Solution Functionality

• The sensors pick up the sound that is propagating through the rails, at approximately 5,000 

mtrs/sec, induced by the train as it is moving along the track, 

• The system typically uses two sensors per rail, 5 metres apart. 4 sensors per track

The sound waves are digitally encoded by the sensors and sent to the control unit

• The sensors can easily be removed and replaced during maintenance work by incorporating 

trackside disconnection

Fitment post maintenance does not involve onerous setup or re-set procedures

• The control unit includes two computers, each of them independently running the software that 

performs interpretation of the digitally encoded sound picked up by the sensors. Based on this 

encoded acoustic input, the software will assess if a train is approaching the installation site and 

activate the warning devices when the triggering criteria (min warning times) are met. It will 

determine that the train is traversing the crossing and after traversal will deactivate the warning 

devices

• The redundancy design principles of the system means that it is sufficient that one of the 

computers assesses that a train is approaching and that the warning devices are activated

20 July 2018IRSE Australasia - Technical Meeting Adelaide 2018  
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• Acoustic train detection will issue reliable warnings about 

approaching trains at level crossings. It is installed with all 

components at the crossing, without long cable runs

• Acoustic train detection provides an innovative and practical 

solution for reducing risks at level crossings with a cost of 

ownership advantage

• It provides reliability and excellent price versus performance, 

allowing risk reduction possible at sites that are too costly to 

equip with conventional systems

20 July 2018IRSE Australasia - Technical Meeting Adelaide 2018  
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1. Founded in 2009 based on technology and R&D from the seismic 

domain by NORSAR

2. The technology can deliver more consistent warning times than 

conventional systems.

3. The rail condition (shunt) is not a concern e.g. rusty rails or changing 

ballast impedance

4. No interference with existing infrastructure or signalling systems

5. Minimal service interruption or road closure during installation

6. Whole of life cost benefits

20 July 2018IRSE Australasia - Technical Meeting Adelaide 2018  
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How Acoustic Detection 

is Different
Figures 1, 2 & 3 shows the system does not need any devices far from the 

level crossing to achieve this. All components are located at the level crossing. 

This translates to a large reduction in the need for costly cabling.
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Hi Rail Example
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Hi Rail Signature
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Loco Example
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Loco Signature
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Non standard train movement

Train approached and halted 

prior to crossing ~ 200-300m

Train moved again 

and halted again

Signature in actual 

video footage
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Potential Future Applications

1. Low cost train detection

2. Broken rail detection

3. Flat wheel detection

4. Axle counting overlay

5. Speed detection of train at crossings

6. Dragging equipment detection
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• Acoustic detection is a novel approach to level crossing warning 

systems with little or no risk reducing technology in place and 

where it is reasonably practicable to provide better information 

and warnings to users

• These sites may not warrant the high cost of fully interlocked 

active SIL 4 signalling and barrier systems, or the implementation 

of grade separation measures

• Acoustic detection is an attractive alternative to costly high 

maintenance conventional systems. Examples of <$180,000 aud 

pricing for a full turnkey installed actively protected level crossing 

can be provided
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Thank you for your attention
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DATE AND TIME ACTIVITY LOCATION 

Thursday 15th FEBRUARY 2018 

3:00 PM 
Torrens Rail Junction 

Project Site Visit  

 

Site Office, Drayton Street & Third Street, Bowden 

SA 5007 

 

Thursday 1st MARCH 2018 

5.30 PM 

Rail Track Inspection 
via UAS – Nova 

Systems 

Engineers Australia, Level 11, 108, King William 

Street, Adelaide 5000 

Thursday 5th APRIL 2018 
5.45PM 

Combined 
IRSE/RTSA/PWI 

Meeting Oaklands 
Grade Separation 

Project 

Hilton Hotel, 264 South Road, Hilton SA  

(Corner of Sir Donald Bradman Drive) 

30th APRIL – 2nd MAY 2018 CORE 2018 International Convention Centre, Sydney 2000 

Thursday 5th JULY 2018 
5.45PM 

Rail welding – Institute 
of Railway Technology, 

Monash University  

Engineers Australia, Level 11, 108, King William 

Street, Adelaide 5000 

Thursday 2nd AUGUST 2018 
5.45PM 

PWI Awards Dinner 
Hilton Hotel, 264 South Road, Hilton SA  

(Corner of Sir Donald Bradman Drive) 

Thursday 6th SEPTEMBER 2018 
5.45PM 

Combined 
IRSE/RTSA/PWI 

Meeting - Track Circuits 
& Axle Counters and 
Train Detection and 

Asset Monitoring 

Hilton Hotel, 264 South Road, Hilton SA  

(Corner of Sir Donald Bradman Drive) 

TBA 
QPE Fabrication – 

Turnout Replacement 

Hilton Hotel, 264 South Road, Hilton SA  

(Corner of Sir Donald Bradman Drive) 

Thursday 29th NOVEMBER 2018 

7:00PM for 7.30PM Start 
RTSA SA Division 

AGM  
Adelaide Convention Centre 

Thursday 7th DECEMBER 2018 
6:00PM 

PWI SA Division AGM 
Hilton Hotel, 264 South Road, Hilton SA  

(Corner of Sir Donald Bradman Drive) 

2018 RTSA Meetings will be nominally on the FIRST THURSDAY of each month from February to December. Any 

changes will be advised in the Newsletter, or if a last minute affair then by special notice. Presentations in black are 

confirmed those in red are provisional at this time of publication. Any reader with suggestions for a presentation that 

is topical and relates to the overall objectives of RTSA should contact Barry Aw (see last page for contact details). 

 

 

 

2018 RTSA MEETINGS AND EVENTS 
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The SA Chapter Committee for 2018 comprises: 

 
OFFICE HOLDERS  POSITION  EMAIL 

Phillip Campbell Chair PCampbell@artc.com.au 

Gary Sharpe  Secretary gary.sharpe50@gmail.com 

Barry Aw Treasurer barry.aw@sa.gov.au 

Kuldeep Zala Committee member kuldeep.zala@sa.gov.au 

  David Ogucha Committee member DOgucha@artc.com.au 

Mark Jordan Committee member Mark.jordan@kbr.com 

Stratton Killis Committee member stratton.killis@agonisgroup.com.au 

 

For matters directly related to the running of RTSA please contact the appropriate office holder as listed 

above.  For general matters or membership enquiries you should contact: 

 
RTSA SA Chapter, Engineers Australia, Level 11, 108, King William Street, Adelaide, SA, 5000 

 

The  easiest  way  to  submit  contributions  for  the  Newsletter  is  by  e-mail  to  the  Editor 

sa@rtsa.com.au or alternatively to barry.aw@sa.gov.au. 

 
Engineers Australia members are reminded that attendance at RTSA technical meetings and events contributes 
towards CPD requirements. Each RTSA technical meeting generally has a value of 1 CPD point. 

 

 
 
 
 
ED FRIENDS ARE MOST WELCOME TO 

 

RTSA CONTACT AND SOCIETY DETAILS 
 

This Newsletter is published by the SA Chapter of RTSA. Opinions do not necessarily reflect 
those of the Institution, Society, Chapter or Editor. 

Items from this Newsletter may be reproduced provided they are appropriately acknowledged to 

the RTSA SA Chapter Newsletter. 

mailto:sa@rtsa.com.au
mailto:barry.aw@sa.gov.au

